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April Fools, Jokes on You,
Panther Press Is Funny Too
8 PRANKS FOR ANYONE WHO WANTS
SOME SHENANIGANS:
1. Take an oreo and scrape the filling out. Then put toothpaste in between the
two chocolate cookies and give to a friend. Their reaction will be priceless.
2. If you take some clear saran wrap and tape it in front of a door and entry
frame, your friend will be in shock as he walks into this invisible wall.
3. By putting mayonnaise in a boston cream filled donut, your friend will be
in for a nasty surprise.
4. Everyone uses computer mouses so if you put a piece of tape over the
motion sensor(The Indented Area Under A Mouse) the tool stops working
leaving your enemy perplexed.
5. To give your friends a salty surprise, make some cotton candy made out of
salt if you have the tools.
6. Take your teacher's stapler and put it in jello. When your teachers come in
the morning to teach class they will have a surprise waiting for them.
7. Make a meatloaf cupcake and give them to your friends. All you have to do
is cook the meatloaf and put icing on the top to make it look more realistic
and like a cupcake. You can also add sprinkles, so it is less suspicious.
8. For a complex and messy prank you could fill a plastic cup halfway with
water. Then take a piece of lament and place it over the cup. By keeping
pressure on the two objects flip the cup upside down. Slowly remove the
lament and you have an evil cup. If you try to remove it then water will
scatter everywhere. Make sure to do this in a safe location that won’t be
harmed by water though.

Repeating Years
By: Jacob Roohr
Unfortunately due to the pandemic and lockdown last spring the school must
announce some disappointing news. Dr. Larkin and Mr. Bramley thought that the
Panther Press would be the best way to distribute this news throughout the school.
Every student will stay in the grade they are currently in when they come back in
September. The lack of in person education convinced the staff that the NHTS students
are not ready to move up. We understand your frustration and if you have any
comments or concerns talk to your teacher. Have a good day.
Can you find the panther?

Our school mascot is hidden inside!

Editorial
We are overjoyed that our third edition of
the 2020-2021 Panther Press Paper has been
released. We have gotten great feedback from the
staff and students around the school. Our goal is to
brighten your day and update you about what is
new in our school. The Lit (Literature) Magazine is
still taking submissions which will gladly make it
into the final product. This edition will have a few
tricks hidden inside because it is April Fools day!
So keep a keen eye out for any mischievous
articles. Don’t worry, there are still truthful
informative articles inside. The authentic articles
will have the words, “REAL ARTICLE” in
parentheses so you don’t mix up your news. Hope
you enjoy and stay safe from inevitable pranks.
Hope you enjoy the third edition
of the 2020-2021 paper!
Editors-in-Chief
Sarah Kratzer, Jacob Rhoor, Julie Stillwell
_______________________________________________________________

SchoolHouse Rock Live Jr.
Update
(REAL ARTICLE)

By: Jacob Roohr
The school play, SchoolHouse
Rock Live Jr, is approaching rapidly.
All of the cast has been working hard
and it is all coming together. The show
will be filmed on the 17th of April and
then it will be online for the public.
You will have to pay to watch online
like how everyone used to pay for a
ticket to see the show live at the
school. Go to the school website on
the theater page for more information
about how to watch the show. We can’t
wait to see the final product and the
cast will do great.
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♛ Keeping Up With Our Panthers ♛
Shoutout to all the hard-working Panthers who
Received Honor Roll the Third Marking Period
Keep Up The Great Work!!

Read Across America
Update
(REAL ARTICLE)
By: Jacob Roohr
In the last edition of the
Panther Press, we talked about
Read Across America and what
NHTS was expecting. We are
proud to report that it was a huge
success. Every class decorated their
door in a fun and visually
appealing way that promotes
reading. Then, there were guest
readers who took time out of their
day to read Dr. Suses books to us.
Those readers included Mrs. Funk,
Mrs. McCandless, Mr. Peterla, and
more important people in our
community. One of the teachers
even dressed up as the cat and the
hat and went to all the elementary
classes. Overall the students were
engaged and enjoyed the
experience so great job to anyone
who participated.
-----------------------------------------School Days Disappearing
By: Jacob Roohr
The current last day of
school at NHTS is June 21, 2021.
That is a Monday which means
after a weekend we have to come
back for one more day. To help
this issue the school is making all
of spring break virtual instruction
days and all other holidays will be
canceled. Despite this staggering
sacrifice the last day of school will
be on June 10, 2021. This wonderful
thursday will make summer
vacation an extra 11 days longer.
We thank you for your compliance
to this schedule change, and make
sure to cherish your weekends.

Story of the Clocktower
By: Emily & John the Best
On March 29, 2021, the clock tower fell on the roof. Then I knew that the
clock fell on the roof. Some people thought that it was sturdy. Someone cut it
down and it fell on the school and when I fell I crushed the whole school.
Some kids were trapped So the teachers had to call the police and they were
stuck in the school and the police officers could not get the children out of
the school so they told them It would be two weeks. Till they could get them
out. So the police officers said that they would bring a lot of food. So all of
the kids panicked and one of the kids said that they would be able to live in
the school for a little while and every kid would get their own room because
of coronavirus. Then the police officers came back and when they came back
they brought food and water for all of the children.
So a day later the kids ate all of the food and when the police officers found
an entrance they were too big to fit in the hole. The kids worked out in the
gym so they could get skinner and they could fit in the hole. Then the kids
went to the classrooms and their computers were broken so they had to play
silent ball. The kids had so much fun and they really enjoyed it because It was
really fun for them. They thought that it would not be too hard for them so
they felt okay. Then the police officers came back again and they did not eat
too much so they could finally fit through the hole but only the tiny kids
could fit in the hole so the big kids had to stay and when they stayed they
were really bored and they were sad because they could not see their little
brothers and sisters. So they were upset that all of the teachers could get out
but the big kids could not.

Slide Surprise!
By: Julie
I have a big surprise! I was
just informed that the school will be
getting a big slide that goes all
around the school. The slide will
connect to each classroom and you
will be able to slide to your classes
from now on. Each classroom slide
will be a different color so you know
which class you're sliding to. There
will be one that leads to the
cafeteria, and the other one will lead
outside. Now you will be able to get
to your classes faster. The slide
should be done being installed by
the beginning of June. I hope you
guys will enjoy the new slides.

-------------------------------

Dear Mr. President
By: Sarah
Because Covid-19 has
cancelled so many plans that we had
It has been a week now and the big kids were still there and they were all sad. for this year, we have decided to
But one of the kids said that It will be okay because they would get out I no have an assembly. This assembly
time and another of the kids said that all of the teachers were gone so they
isn’t just like any other normal
could be able to have a school party and they were being really crazy they all
assembly we usually have. One
had so much fun the forgot they were in the school and they just partied for
weeks and one of the tiny workers could fit in the hole so the worker went to classroom at a time will go to the
gym and we will make sure to
the gym and said all of the tiny big kid could go through the hole and they
were really happy and they were excited. The other kids did not care because follow Covid-19 protocols. In the
they found out that there was a person in the school who cut the clock tower gym there will be the one and only,
and they were called in the school investigator because he was taking samples president of the United States, Joe
of the tower whoever touched the tower and they found out it was the kid bill Biden. Each classroom will get to
bob son and they asked him why he did it because he did not like school so
that's why he cut down the clock tower and he was really excited because he ask him questions about being a
president. We can’t wait to see the
did not have to go to school so everyone scowled at him but he said that he
students shocked faces as they walk
missed his family so he was sorry and he did not mean to prank the whole
school and finally on Friday all of the kids were free and that is, however, one in.
loved Fridays so they changed it to Friday.
-----------------------------------------------Haha got you this never happened and It never will be. Happy April Fool’s
Day!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The freedom to do what we want with our bodies.
By: Mikayla
To wear whatever clothes we want.
To wear some or no makeup.
To have short hair.
To be free as a baby bird when they learn to fly.
It is our own bodies, so do not tell us how to use it.
The freedom to speak our minds.
The freedom to have interests.
The freedom to not bear children if we don’t want to.
The freedom to go places without worrying if I’m next.
The freedom to walk along with men as equals and not as their assistants.
We want the freedom to love
The freedom to kiss whomever we want.
The freedom as a leaf when it falls from the sky.
To be proud of who we are.

Panther Pride
By: Jacob Roohr
Amazing news, we are getting a
new school pet. New Hanover will
be receiving a school wide pet that
all classes can enjoy and play with
together. This mysterious animal is a
PANTHER. The panther is named
Bob and he weighs roughly 200
pounds. Bob can also run 50 miles
per hour. He will come to all of our
pep rallies and raise some team
spirit as well. His cage will be the
entire building and students will be
taught many valuable things from
him. They will learn how to run and
be still when they are scared of
being eaten. One of the more
interactive aspects of this pet is
students will have the chance to
train him. So make sure to keep
your eyes out for this historic event.
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We are happy to report that the Lit Magazine has received a plethora of
magnificent submissions. This will be the first and best NHTS Lit Mag ever.
Soaring High
By: Mystery Man
The world’s strongest man Eric
cuisine flew 200 feet into the sky with
the power of his legs. Eric’s dream
was finally achieved because of
technology in the modern era: The
first man to fly high into the sky by
the power of his legs. Eric has had the
idea since he was a little kid and now
his dream has become reality, the
only things needed in this experiment
was his legs, a parachute for landing,
and two springs on his feet to also
help with the landing. The
experiment took place on April 1,
with only a handful of people present
who all were hand picked by Eric
himself to watch. When Eric came
back from his dream he was found
weeping with tears of joy and
overfilled with excitement.
----------------------------------Time to say goodbye….
By: The Easter Bunny
The beloved clock tower that
sits atop New Hanover Township
Elementary school is being destroyed.
The Clock tower has recently been
struck by lightning and no longer
works. Students are saddened by the
iconic tower being removed and
demolished. Demolition crews are set
to arrive at 6 pm on April 1st. There
are no plans to replace the clock
tower, but Dr. Larkin and Mr.
Bramley are taking submissions for
anyone with ideas on how to replace
it.

-------------------------------------------The Injury
By: Juanito, Potato, Denis, & Turbo
Once upon a time there was a boy
who didn't want to go on a school
trip. So he wanted to fake an injury
to get out of it. Since it was April 1st,
he planned it out. He planned that he
was gonna fake breaking his leg. So
he acted out his plan. And it worked!!
So his mom took him to the doctors…
and in the car he said, “hey, mom…
SIKKELEE APRIL FOOLS!”

Cafeteria Menu Catastrophe
By: Julie
The rest of the school year the
school will be having some ocean
inspired food. The choices will
include octopus, sea urchins, and
salmon. Each day you will be able to
pick from those three and then you
have four choices to choose from as a
side. Cabbage, mashed yams, brussel
sprouts, and green beans. Your
teacher will be given a list and they
will check off what you pick. The
cafeteria will only be doing for the
rest of this year so in September
students can rejoice over the diversity
of the school lunch menu.

Pirate Troubles
By: Zorro
It was a Sunday afternoon
and pirates attacked NY city. The
pirates were big, stinky and hungry
for gold. The pirates had been in NY
for over a week but could not find
gold. The whole time the pirates
were fighting with the FBI. The FBI
had thought they won until they saw
over 1,000,000 ships!
The fight took over a whole
year to finish. The people that lived
in NY City had either ran away or
fought bravely. When the pirates ran
off the FBI knew they could come
back. This is why the government
wants all people to get ready for the
next fight. This Is why I encourage
you too to get ready.
------------------------------------------------
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Blinking Lights

-------------------------------------------Food Pantry Information
(REAL ARTICLE)
Help for Families in Our Community
If you are looking for a meaningful way
to help local families who are struggling
in these extraordinary times, consider
donating to the Harvest of Hope Food
Pantry, run by New Life Assembly in
Wrightstown. At this time they are not
accepting food donations, but you can
help by making a tax-deductible
monetary donation online. There is a
link on our school website to make a
donation.
If you or someone you know is in need
of their services, the food pantry is open
on the 2nd Saturday of each month at
8:30 am. The next pickup date is
Saturday, April 10. If you drive up, a
box of food will be placed in your
trunk. If you walk to the food pantry,
they will set the bag/box out on the side
of the church and they can pick it up
that way. If you have any questions,
contact them at
foodpantry@newlifeassembly.tv. It’s
always kind to help out.

By: Ima BB,
Alexis, and
Juan Babushka
In 2021 March 17, there were
6 kids. We don’t know what to do to
this day. The 6 kids went into the
abandoned house in the basement
exploring. They were looking for
random stuff. Ten minutes later the
whole city went dark and they saw
blinking light. There was an old radio
you could hear. Save yourself they
are coming.
Here are the steps to the
prank. First, get some kids to go to
the house. Then, make them not go
to the basement yet. Try out the light
and connect the light. Set up the
monsters. Now get the kids into the
basement.
So in the prank, one of the kids
pretended to be dead because he
was a part of the prank. The other
kids started running and screaming.
Some kids went to the basement
and saw the blinking lights and
started to freak out. But they did not
know there was a monster in the
next room. When they entered the
next room they saw the monster and
fainted and it was so funny.
-----------------------------------------------Houston, We Have A Fish
By: Ronald McDonald
On March 25, 2021, there was
the beginning of something
spectacular. NASA was getting ready
to send a goldfish into space alive.
Stewart the goldfish is going to be sent
into space in a fish tank attached to
the floor of the spaceship. If the
launch is successful, Stewert would be
the first ever fish to be sent into space.
NASA states that it is possible, but
there is lots of work so that Stewert
can get to space alive. The objective is
to get Stewert on the moon and keep
him there for a year. This could
possibly be the first ever fish to swim
on the moon.

Staff
6th Grade
Emily Beck, Karolyn
Ribavaro, Mariah Rivera
7th Grade
Tobias Chao, Sebastian
Chavez, John Edralin, Emma
Kratzer,, Audrey Lovins, Evan
Lovins, Kaylisia Salazar
Contact Us:
Email us at:
pantherpress@newhanover.k12
.nj.us

Student Submissions
If you would like to submit your work, you can send it via email to pantherpress@newhanover.k12.nj.us
or bring it into the Middle School ELA room. Be creative! Short stories, jokes, poems, drawings,
or anything else welcome. No edits will be made to student submissions, be sure to proofread before
submitting. We are looking forward to printing your work!

Next printing:
May 28, 2021

